This boy has a large brain and a large amount of animal spirit. He is a compound of frolic, boundless credulity, impulsiveness, generosity, and tenderness. He is fond of independent animals and passionately delighted with play. He is rather timid. He requires a great deal of his comfort on the one hand and boldness on the other.
...or he is to very impatient
and much more feeling &
Benveniste than principle or
justice. He is to Lord of
Novello and perhaps as to
gratify his love of the new
He is to make friends with
Strangers and able to form
attachments. His place confidence
and make a very fair Mechanic
but a constant learner and
very communicative & curious
to give & receive information
will make a very fine Mechanic
and a constant Learner and
a very good Merchant as
He has good powers of observation to gain a knowledge of all kinds of trades & manufacture. He has also good talent for business. In a few years he will make a very good accountant. Though at present he is not first class in arithmetic, he has good capacity for the acquisition of a practical English commercial & scientific education. But will not get forward quick enough if he has a passion for play or great love of novelty. A defect of order & application, which will be remedied by your kind advice.